
Canada 2008 – LMC WI Trip

Beauty Creek!!  Summarises everything – not the Women’s 
Institute annual pilgrimage to the cakes and jams in Montreal – 
the LMC trip to the Water Ice specials of Canada’s Rocky 
mountains.

Beauty Creek, the unmanned Youth Hostel, about an hour south 
of Jasper along the famous Icefields Parkway, was our base for 
the last few days of the trip.  The four-hour drive back to Calgary 
airport was memorable and exciting in itself, the 4-wheel-drive 
motors biting into fresh new snow which had accumulated 
overnight and drifted in parts.

Walking back from Professor Falls



There were eight of us at the start, including our icy American 
cousins, Nancy and John.  They continue to have the advantage 
over us of cold winters and lots of ice work.  The trips out were 
not without event:  we sat on the runway at Manchester for three 
hours while they tried to tow off an emergency-landed plane and 
Nancy spent the first of a couple of nights sleeping in some 
distant airport transit lounge en-route.

The Alpine Club of Canada’s hut in Canmore is absolutely 
superb, with good dorms, and a huge drying-cum-gear-sorting-
out room with a plush but magnificent lounge with its panoramic 
view.  This is only, just, bettered by the local café with its $4.99 
full breakfast, or, for the really strong, the belly-buster for a few 
dollars more – double bacon, eggs, hash browns and double the 
rest.  This treat was saved for the last day – we would not have 
got off the ground otherwise!!

Day one started as a bit of a jet-lagged boo boo.  We flogged up 
a canyon, towards anticipated ice flows, but only managed to 
keep falling through into the stream and getting drenched boots. 
After stupid persistence, we got the message and retreated, me 
for a clean pair of dry Smart Wools.  Plan B in the afternoon 
actually worked out well, a trip to the Junkyard!!!  No, not the last 
resting place of Cadillacs and Jeeps, but a stretch of good ice, 
flowing down in the forest a couple of miles out of town, with a 
good range of mid-grade routes.  We all did a couple, getting 
used again to the Quarks, the ice screws and remembering not 
to look up at the shout of “Ice!!  Ice!!”.  We weren’t quite eight 
that day, as some of the party were still en-route from alpine 
skiing or the delights of the Chicago transit lounge.  
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That evening, most couldn’t resist the local burger joint, but 
conversation was limited by the muzac and loud locals!

Day two was actually planned and performed to perfection.  Now 
eight at last, we headed for Banff and the rather tedious plod to 
“Professor Falls”, a magnificent flow giving pitch after pitch of 
steep stuff and good belays.  We roped as two twos and a three, 
Gareth deciding to plod around the woods looking for bears or 
other wildlife.  It was steep but non-serious and the screws went 
in as deep as you needed.  The plod out was no less tedious, 
except for those lucky so-and-sos who cadged a lift in the back 
of a pick-up for the last couple of miles (but you still didn’t beat 
me back to the cars, boys!!).

Junkyard - John Roberts

The Real Junkyard - Martin Jolly



The next day, for me, was perhaps the most memorable.  I had 
spotted “The Ghost” area on the excellent maps on “Eric and 
Lucie’s Bus Trip” website which surely ranks as one of the finest 
web diaries for a climbing trip that there is.  It’s a day-by-day full 
record, with photos and maps, of a superb climbing trip up the 
west coast of the USA and into Canada.  Find it!!

The Ghost is very remote.  Me, Martin and David were up well 
before the dawn and off into the darkness.  We took the odd 
wrong turn and it was a long time before we pulled off the main 
road.  We had skirted southwards around a large mountain 
block and headed into gentle landscape before turning again 
towards the north.  Navigation was best by mileometer!  We 
pulled off onto the trucking road, the preserve of the loggers and 
met one huge juggernaut, fortunately with us on the inside of 
road, with him having to contemplate the drop into the gorge. 
The dirt road winds on and the mountains get nearer.  We get to 
the top of the notorious Big Hill, a drop down a stony, rough 
gully onto the bed of the river.  We make it.  The river bed is 
wide, with stone and boulders and coverings of snow.  There are 
lines made by previous 4-wheelers but some invention is 
needed.  Its fun.  And the surroundings are truly magnificent yet 
remote.
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We run on until a twist in the river indicates the end of the 
driving and head off over a narrowing of the river and a well-
fallen tree.  Up the hill, in open forests will a backdrop of 
massive rocky walls.  We plod on, over frozen lakes and follow 
erratic tracks in the snow.  After a couple or hours, we must be 
there?  But its not obvious.  More floundering and without the 
benefit of any good navigation fix, we reckon we have gone too 
far.  So backtracking, we finally locate not the best ice smear in 
the district, but no smear at all!  “The Sorcerer” is not to be.  It 
hasn’t even formed this year!!  Ah well, you win some, you lose 
some.  But the situation more than made up for it – one of the 
most idyllic, remote yet magnificent mountain locations I’ve 
visited.  

Back to the car, and the final log bridge is slippy with the ice 
sheet less than frozen and weak.  I do a less that perfect 
balancing act and break through, much to the mirth of the other 
two.  Its captured on video for posterity.

Around the corner from the car, we find “The Good, the Bad and 
the Ugly”, a superb ice formation falling into the river.  Too late 
for us to attempt, so we watch a few others performing for the 
large film camera set up.  The drive back is more 4-wheel fun. 

Time to leave the delights of Canmore and head north up the 
famous Parkway drive towards Jasper.  After Banff, the road 
climbs and the traffic is no more.  The Rockies are all around us 

The Ghost



– a lifetime of climbing, as if Glencoe stretched from Wigan to 
Tyndrum.

We are heading for Beauty Creek, a Youth Hostel by the road, 
un-wardened in winter.  Almost casually and on the way, we 
stop off for one of the biggest road-side ice crags in the world. 
Weeping Wall took our breaths away on the photos.  In real life, 
it is awesome, incredible and compelling.  It has to be climbed 
and there is no fight for any route. Its wide enough to swallow 
lots of teams.  Dave and Will opt for the right-hand side and a 
super wall-cum-groove, leading in three pitches to an 
overhanging finish.  From our “Central Pillar” route, we have a 
grandstand view.  David attacks the central line for us, with me 
and Martin opting to be belay bunnies.  This line also soars 
upwards, the shocking steepness pressing harder on each pitch. 
The ice is pretty good and the ice screws bite in.  They need to. 
Just three titanium tubes, in a few inches, are our total belay. 
Abseiling off depends on the clever Abalokov – the ultimate life 
hanging on a thread?  Hard Grade 5, we reckon.  The upper part 
of Weeping Wall is a full grade harder and left for another day!

Weeping Wall - David Toon



Beauty Creek doesn’t run to neighbours or local shops.  So there 
are a couple of long trips by volunteers to pick up essentials over 
the next few days.  There are some nice ice falls close by, “Shades 
of Beauty” and “Meltout”, which give us enjoyable and less serious 
days out.  The Hostel gets hot as we employ all the stoves and 
heaters and we have elegant meals and many brews.  “Harder than 
it Looks” is harder than it looks, a very deceptive, short-looking ice 
fall of only a couple of short pitches up steeply from the road and 
the whistling wind.  The coldest day by far.  It took at lot of finding 
also, not the least because we drove in exactly the wrong direction 
for most of the morning!!  Its my first experience of a big lob on ice – 
and axe suddenly pops out whilst the other is being swung into 
place.  I am seconding so its interesting not serious.  The plunge 
accelerates and is long, as the belayer finishes well below the belay 
tree he was originally stood on top of.  Oh heck - I have to do the 
crux for a second time on ice which is too steep and less than 
perfect.  Half way up, that “climbed out” feeling after an intense 
week on the ice becomes overwhelming and the final few feet are 
an uncoordinated gasping struggle.
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The drive back to Calgary airport, via a breakfast stop at our 
favourite café in Canmore, is great.  An open road, covered in 
overnight snow, winding for many miles through rugged 
mountain terrain.  The vehicles are made for this job, and plough 
through in full command.

We split for the four corners from Calgary.  Dave has yet 
another week of snow fun to come in the champagne powder in 
Colorado; Nancy has yet another night of luxury on some ariport 
floor to enjoy; and we have the circle route over Greenland to 
contemplate.

Canada is a winter playground.  Go there – enjoy!

Richard Toon
March 2008
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